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Fellow Americans:
I hope you had an opportunity to listen to one of the many recordings of
Jonathan Gruber, designer of Obamacare. Jonathan told the world that
Americans are STUPID - and therefore must be lied to, for their own good - in
order to pass new laws designed to CONTROL them!! (READERS: HEADS UP! You
will see

CONTROL a LOT in this article!)

Jonathan Gruber and Obamacare: What His Quotes Really Tell Us ...
Please do not think his remarks are limited to Obamacare. This is the
commonly-held view of most of the Regime, and of the Elite.

YOU are not capable of making your own decisions.
YOU are not capable of controlling YOUR life.
YOU need someone else to CONTROL you, to determine
YOUR Destiny.

YOU need the Government!

I disagree, the terminology is wrong! Americans are not stupid; they are
IGNORANT.
Ignorant...of what is REALLY going on behind the scenes. Ignorant...because
the MSM (Main Stream Media) CONROL what they SEE in the News!
Ignorant...because the American people...do not learn the BASICS in school...
that the Elite CONTROL.
There is a big difference. The sentence that hit me the most was when he
said, "Americans have limited economic knowledge." Therefore it is easy to
fool them. Not one journalist asked, WHY?

The ROOT CAUSES of America's problems are SCHOOLS and
the Education Systems...under Elite CONTROL!
All Americans attend some form of school for the first 8 years of their lives. If
schools concentrated on what they were supposed to, like reading,
writing, and math - Americans would not be ignorant of economics. But
instead of Basic Fundamentals, schools now contain so many social programs, I
am amazed that a child can learn anything relevant at all!!
List of social programs in Schools:
[PDF]The Ever Increasing Burden on America's Public Schools
VIDEO: The Ever Increasing Burden on America's Public Schools ...
Today, schools focus on the (right brain) - which enhances Emotional
Responses for situations...

When a child is taught to focus on feelings and values...
Eliminating Reason and Logic...
COMMON SENSE and RESPONSIBILITY - LOSE OUT!

(C'MON NOW, AREN'T YOU DISGUSTED?)
Instead, frustration and confusion often leading to temper tantrums - whereby
our young people turn to Drugs...and a total cultural breakdown are the
results.

Lying to make a point, or to sway an opinion becomes the Societal Norm.
The desired results (outcome-based) become more important
than THE TRUTH, or the Ramifications of the ACT.
This is why progressives focus on "Tomorrow."
They can not tolerate the results of their actions, they do not filter in or
assess the wake of the destruction created by their untested, unproven
projects. When they are discovered and found out for their failed
plans...they are angry, indignant, mad as hell, and the problem needs an
investigation...None of which ever happens.

Remember Hillary's famous remark:
"What difference at this point, what difference does it
make?"
The American Public is Ignorant. Ignorance occurs when knowledge is
OMITTED, hidden, and conveniently...not provided. Common Core Standards
(CCS) enhances Ignorance!

Confusion, leading to VIOLENCE - is often the result. The regime wants
confusion and violence - because confusion will lead to MORE CONTROL!

They tell us if only we did this differently...spent more time
explaining...spent more money...(That's YOUR tax money, by the way! another famous method of CONTROL)

They never once believe that their policies are at fault!
The quest for Utopia is never-ending!!
Progressives understand that if Americans knew history and understood history
repeats, Americans would FORMULATE A DEFENSE...and STOP THE
DESTRUCTION!

That's why CCS is VOID of American HISTORY!!
CCS teaches UN History!

For Example: U.S. Civil War, WWI, or WW2 are NOT even covered in CCS. CCS
does teach the UN Treaty of the Seas and other key UN events. This is all a
result of Bill Gates' meddling in our education system, and making money from
a contract with the UN that he arranged. Who gave him this Authority?

Gates signed a contract - with UNESCO to implement
WORLDWIDE COMMON CORE STANDARDS!
Think of all the money Gates will make, forcing all of
the SHEEPLE...
YOUR KIDS...
to think as HE commands!

That is why Progressives focus on the future...THEIR UTOPIA of CONTROL!
They "kick the can" down the road, and take no responsibility or
accountability...for their actions.

Don't Stop Thinking About Tomorrow...

Elites can CONTROL the future - but not the past.
They told us: Forget about No Child Left Behind (NCLB). (It was awful, kids
didn't learn!) Instead, the Elites said...We need more control...called cradleto-grave education, and more money for technology. Scrap that old NCLB
failure and let's do a new program called "CCS" or Common Core Standards.
We will give CCS more values, more feelings, more confusion, more lies.
Elites never believe that the structure they promote is the problem...

Students have no foundation and can never draw conclusions
by relying on their past experiences - because they never
learn about the past, never learn TRUE U.S. History.
Is CCS tested? No. Will it work? No, but no one will notice - because the Elite
will change the name in 4 more years. Vendors will get rich. The Elite get
richer, and the middle class DISAPPEARS and becomes THE POOR. Children
learn their Rights come from the Government. Americans live the Hunger
Games.
In order to transform something you must first destroy it. In order to destroy
it you must LIE to the people, so they will give you their power. Someone can
only have power over you if you let them. We let the elite rule because that is
what we are taught.

Our Ignorance...allows our rulers to subjugate us.

The Elite tell us what they want to accomplish. They want people
controlled, so these people, now called "useful idiots" can be controlled
and ruled in a socialist (communist) state.

How do you CONTROL MILLIONS of
people?
(331 MILLION IN THE USA)

You LIE TO THEM.
Consider the Elite's "Playbook": How to create a Social State, by Saul Alinsky,
Rules for Radicals:
There are 8 levels of CONTROL (there's that word again!) - that must be
obtained before you are able to create a Social State. The first is the most
important:
1) Healthcare: Control healthcare and you control the people.
2) Poverty: Increase the Poverty level as high as possible, poor people are
easier to control and will not fight back if you are providing everything for
them to live.
3) Debt: Increase the debt to an unsustainable level. That way you are able
to increase taxes, and this will produce more poverty.
4) Gun Control: Remove the ability to defend themselves from the
Government. That way, you are able to create a Police State.

5) Welfare: Take control of every aspect of their lives (Food, Housing, and
Income)
6) Education: Take control of what people read and listen to, take control of
what children learn in school.
7) Religion: Remove the belief in the God from the Government and schools.
8) Class Warfare: Divide the people into the wealthy and the poor. This will
cause more discontent, and it will be easier to take (Tax) the wealthy with
the support of the poor.

Every American program is built on LIES...

(Are YOU Spitting MAD, Yet?)

It does not matter what Industry,
THE RESULTS ARE ALWAYS THE SAME!

•

Energy: Fossil fuels, the cheapest form of energy - is demonized.

•

Climate: Unprepared people die (which is OK with the regime) - or rely
completely on their government.

•

Conservation: We will run out. YOU must control your usage - not the
regime, just you.

•

Food: Inspect, regulate, control the food industry - putting producers
out of business.

•

Water: We have a water shortage. We will run out. Not likely, since 75%
of the earth is water.

•

School: Eliminate and alter history.

•

Foreign policy: Despise our allies, and romance our enemies.

•

Our kids are told America is at fault, humans destroy the planet.

This one is a Whopper of a LIE:
•

Humans can control the weather and "make a difference" in Global
Warming.

Remember THIS? - this just happened 4 DAYS ago!!
US-China climate accord gives hope for global agreement | Fox News
One has to consider: WHY is the U.S. making SO many concessions to "CARBON
IMMISSIONS REDUCTIONS" when China simply has "GOALS" to reach for.
The Angry GOP Backlash to Obama's Historic Climate Accord - The ...

The earth is entering a Cold Cycle.
Who is warning you? Telling you? Preparing you?
Get Prepared!!
Climatologist: 30-Year Cold Spell Strikes Earth
The problem with the Truth is...
ONCE you learn it - you can't UNLEARN it.

Now comes the hard part.
You must share the TRUTH with others!
Americans have a perfect opportunity to come together and say:

"I will not comply...
I will not continue paying on a contract I know to be a LIE."
- OR the likes of Gruber are RIGHT...Americans can no longer be told the
truth, and are incapable of making their own decisions.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
•

•

TALK and TEACH - Discuss US History with your kids.

Incorporate
history knowledge, books, TV historical movies, and articles in your
conversations with your kids. Family discussions are CRITICAL, because
your kids are NOT LEARNING about American Exceptionalism. They are
NOT LEARNING about their Rights, Liberties and Freedoms they were
born with as a FREE person. They are NOT LEARNING about American
History. Talk with your kids in the presence of older people that lived
through the Great Depression, WW2, Kennedy Assassination, Vietnam,
Watergate, Iraq War...and other such key U.S. history events that
impacted the lives of millions of Americans. Teach them about the
CONTROL that the ELITE have over their Schools, and teach them to
think independently...not to be part of the HIVE mentality. Remember,
those that do not learn from History...are Doomed to repeat it.

ACT -

Contact your Representatives in State, Federal and local
legislators. Pick an industry above. Find the committee investigating,
and tell them the contract is a FRAUD, therefore Stop Payments. If they

do not listen, then tell them this is the Last Vote they will ever get from
you!
•

•

READ - As we enter the Thanksgiving season, take time to read

American Minute with Bill Federer
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?ca=47c4976d-eabd4a3d-a0ec-22a797603f71&c=2b243d90-a3aa-11e3-b55ed4ae52a2cb52&ch=2c2532d0-a3aa-11e3-b5d9-d4ae52a2cb52), about the
Failure of Communism in America. It failed then, and it will fail now.
The rest is up to us.
Sign our petition: stopfundingfraud.com

(http://americanfreedomwatchradio.com/?page_id=1185)
In Liberty,
Karen Schoen

